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SMOKING TABQOED
JPF CAMPUS
LIMITS BY CUSTOMS

VOL. XXXV

Pacific Weekly

TICKETS FOR
SAN JOSE GAME
ON SALE IN GYM

College of the Fac.fc and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California. Friday. Nov. 1, 1940

Smokers,
Please
Note

WARNER AND STAGG

No. 9

All Aboard For
San Jose Game!

Student Affairs Head
Cites Campus Traditions

Special Train Leaves Friday 3:30,
Game Free to PSA Card Holders

By JOE KEGLER

Not to be outdone by the College of the Pacific stu
dents' reception given them last year in Stockton, the
student body of San Jose State has planned a gigantic
noise parade and "bus service" for the C.O.P. as they
invade the Prune City on the night of November 8 for

Noticeably unobserved this
semester by Stockton Junior
College and College of the Pa
cific students alike have been
the campus smoking regula
tions. This perhaps has largely
been due to the fact that a num
ber of students are unacquaint
ed with those regulations; a
clarification of them will help
make persons more conscious
of their presence and lead to
closer observance.

A the COP-Spartan battle.
The rally committee here at the
sch°°l has announced plans for a
j special train to leave the Southe r n P a c i f i c dePot about 3:30 FriGnln
•
will
day afternoon. Rally head Doug
Powell has not yet said whether
or not There will be a noise pa| 13 C © S
rade to the depot or not.
MAY SMOKE IN HOUSES
Jaysee's former art students are ON SALE NEXT WEEK
According to stipulations set
Tickets for the train will sell
going places in a big way! Rich
up by the trustees of the Col
for $1.65 per person, but the
ard
Reynolds,
popular
art
instruc
lege of the Pacific, smoking is
game will be free to holders of
permitted in all of the campus
tor, has been following with in- student body cards. Tickets for
living houses. ePople who de
terest the progress of several of j the train will be put on sale by
sire to do so, may smoke off
last year's prominent art majors. ! the rally committee next week.
campus on Stadium Drive, but
To obtain tickets for the rootJoe Turpe and Robert Reece
not on the campus proper ei
ing Se,ct'on i" the sPartan Stadiare
studying
window
disDlay
at
I
4
ther during the day or in the
_ , _ ,
"
: um, student body cards must be
evening. At student dances such
Wiggins Trade School m Los An- presented to Mrs. Dorothy Franas the regular Thursday night
geles. Reece just finished the 1940 cis in the gym. She will punch
affair, free smoking is not in
summer session of the School of them and give out the rooters'
effect. At campus events such
Design of Chicago. He was for tickets. Both the ticket and the
as stage productions, basketball
tunate in being able to study un student body card must be pre
games and other affairs which
der L. Moholy-Nagy, who hails sented at the gate in San Jose.
are open to the public at large,
from the Bauhaus School of De- No tickets to the rooting section
it has been the custom to per
sign, Germany.
will be sold in San Jose, all tick
mit smoking by the public.
One of last year's outstanding ets sold there will be by cash only.
art major graduates was Bob "So you'd better get them here
SUGGESTION OF RESPECT
Coaches GLENN "POP" WARNER and AMOS Shedd, who has been working for at the gym starting Monday,"
This question of smoking is
definitely a student problem in ALONZO STAGG, pictured here as they met during the Douglas Sign Company in Mrs. Francis warns.
Oakland.
SAN JOSE PROMISES
sofar as conformance to regu half-time of last year's San Jose game, will meet again
Don True, head of the rally
Bob Lucas also graduated last
lations is concerned. Rather next Friday night when the College of the Pacific Tigers
committee at Can Jose, has also
year
and
is
now
working
for
San
than take a lax attitude toward travel to San Jose for their annual tussle with Warner's
Francisco's Emporium Roof Gar announced plans for the San Jose
the rules as they have been set Spartans.
den, while he awaits placement side of the party. A large group
UP> students who smoke should
in the display department. He of students will meet the Pacific
consciously try to do their part
rooters at the train and take them
expects the transfer very soon.
m observing these stipulations.
Chape! Theme
in their cars through the down
Think a moment when you are
town streets of San Jose for a
Just reiMly to "light up" and if
Is War,
noise parade.
EXHIBIT OF
are in a restricted area,
The parade will end in front
Peace
wait until you reach a place
of a downtown hotel where a
JADE
vhere smoking is permitted. In
short rally will be held. From
The College of the Pacific will
mat way you can simplify mat
there the students will proceed
have as its chapel theme War and RETURNS
ers for all those interested and
The local branch of the Cali Peace next Thursday, November
to the Spartan Stadium, where
concerned in campus welfare.
Arranged by popular request, the game gets under way at S
fornia Student Teachers' Associa 5, a week before our celebration
tJ !S rern"'der is not an attempt
the Chinese Jade exhibit is now o'clock.
of
the
armistice
that,
22
years
tion
has
started
full
swing.
police" anyone; rather it is
For the first time in ten years
At their last meeting the pur ago, brought an end to the first making a return showing at the
, suggestion which can help to
Haggin Gallery. The exhibit San Jose will have a bonfire. The
World
War.
' respect for our campus poses of the club were explained
Other colleges throughout Am which opened on October 27, will big blaze will be held Thursday
and our students.
and the benefits to be derived
erica will have this same theme remain for ten days and is free night in a lot next to the Spartan
through membership. The most as a remembrance that the ways to the public.
Stadium.
important business of the eve of the Prince of Peace inevitably This year's show is not altogeth
Now As Always
ning, however, was the election triumph over the lust of the er identical with that of last No
of officers. As the organization sword.
vember, for hundreds of pieces
Prof. J. Henry Welton is to sing have been added and an entirely
includes practice teahers in both
the elementary and high school the famous, 'The Recessional' by new setting for the jade pagoda
Rudyard Kipling, and Jackie Ong
Serving
fields it was felt that a joint has as her offering the reading, will greet 1940 visitors.
presidency would be the most "A Hymn of Resolution." Norman
PACIFIC
satisfactory arrangement.
Lamb, violinist, will present a Vinton Stratton
Vinton Stratton and Orvell solo. The theme will be appropri
Fletcher were elected co-presi ately carried out with a decora Heads
dents, Johnny Fannucchi, vice- tive arrangement.
District C.S
.A.
president, and Gladys Bartholo
mew was chosen seretary. Mrs.
The local branch of the Cali
Assembly Honors
°Pen a Charge Account Marion O. Pease is the faculty
fornia Student Teachers' Asso
advisor.
ciation has once more reeived
"Amazing Story
a high honor.
First social function of the
Suits... Hats
Specializing in
Co-president Vinton Stratton
group will be a dinner held in of Radium"
reently attended the district
Quality Meat
Speaking
on
"The
Amazing
Anderson
Hall
on
November
13.
Shoes
meeting of the organization
4 Deliveries Daily
Story
of
Radium"
at
the
assem
Mr. Leo Baisden, of the Stockton
which was held in San Francisco.
bly
next
Thursday,
Doctor
Luth
furnishings
school system will be guest
During the course of events, he
er Gable will present a digest of was nominated and elected presi
speaker of the evening.
the history of radium and the dent of the entire distrit C. S.
Reservations for the dinner many uses of the element.
T. A.
should be made by November
Dr. Gable's talk is one of the
Meal Market
Through this vital contact the
12 at the latest. Mrs. Eleanor many excellent programs arrang local group should be quite active
S. California St. .
2018 Pacific Ave.
Geery heads the committee in ed and sponsored by the National and in touch with the larger body
Dial 3-0811
charge.
School Assemblies Association.
of student teahers.
A

i

i

,

raduafes

C.S.T.A. TO
HOLD
DINNER
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REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris Bowring, Milton Calias, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack
Coale, Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David
son Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Grant,
Don Jonte, Earl Klapstein, Don La Moine Willa
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
Whitlock, Eleanor Powell, Merceita Voorhees.

To Our Drafted Men
Unfortunately the complete data on
Pacific drafters was not known at the
time that the WEEKLY went to press
A few of the men whom rumor has
it will he called in the conscription are:
Boh Dewey, Bob Cook, Johnny Singleton,
Horace Evans, Bill Workman, and Yellleader Ham Briggs.
.
It is too bad that conscription has
been deemed necessary, — apparently,
however, it was the only way Possible
to build up our national defense. Those
men who are now enrolled in college will
not have to report for duty until after
the close of the school year in June, 1941.
We won't congratulate you men be
cause you might feel that a bit ironical.
We only thank you for making your con
tribution to the United States when it
needs you most.

STAGESTRUCK
By
HUNI
Violets are pink;
So are some elephants.
And I know why columnists
Are driven to drink.
Heard tell that the cast of END
OF SUMMER is in the inevitable
draping stage that hits every cast.
All of them—them referring to
the actors, yuh know—are drap
ing around on the furniture like
wet laundry out to dry on bushes.
But this will disappear, and (de)
mark my words, E. of S. is going
to be all right, alright, awright!
It's so close to midnight, I've
just gotta lab!
HUNI-cakes to Esther DeMark
and her husband. He has one of
the most musical names I
know; Quaile Ran Norton.
Congrats and happiness to you
both.
IMAGE OF CHAPLIN
Have you seen Marcelyn Battalana's Scotch plaid evening
dress? Have you seen Max Gobel's (pronounced Ger-r-bel) mis
placed eyebrow? Have you seen
Bob Auger in tuxedo trousers
that are too long for him? (The
spittin' image of Charlie 'The
Dictator" Chaplin, s' help me.)
HUNI-cakes to Jane O'Con
nor and A1 Clake, who have
worked so hard to make the
first Studio Theatre production
a success. As stage manager,
Jane has really been devoting
her time to the downstairs at
mosphere, while Al, her right
hand man, has been doing more
than his share, too.

By MAX GOBEL
One of the activities that has
been steadily growing on the
campus is our broadcasting umt.
Eleven years ago the Campus
Studio came on the air
twice weekly. At that time we
presented: Dr. Knoles on World
Today and Mr. Brown on Thea
tre Talk.
Occasionally when
time was available musicals and
variety shows were presented,
but these were not on a regulai
schedule. These were released
through the facilities of KGDM.
Then on February 3, 1939, with
our mammoth two-hour broad
cast from the auditorium, Paci
fic changed over to KWG thereby increasing its possible listen
ing area. From the two pro
grams presented eleven years
ago, we have increased our sched
ule to seven programs over a
five-day schedule in 1940.
All this has been accomplished
through the untiring efforts of
Art Farey, past director, and
John Crabbe, present director of
the Campus Studio.
To make this column more in
formative, all comments and
questions will be gladly accepted.
Also any comments or sugges
tions about the programs are
welcome. Address all informa
tion to Max Gobel, Campus
Studio. That makes "Thirty"
for today, and we'll be back "On
the Air" next week with more
news.

By ALLEN BREED

The political picture is at last taking
definite form, and the pros and cons f0r
various candidates, programs, and Par,
ties are separating themselves into a
somewhat logical state or order. This
will be my last chance to say anything
before election, and with the conclusion
of a digest of the political events of the
east week, I would like to give a predic.
tion on the outcome of the 1940 election.
With speeches being made every day
that could swing the tide of votes needed
for victory, it is quite impossible to give
an adequate survey of the progress of any
one party. Let us look briefly at the
activities of the two major candidates in
the past week—
Mr. Roosevelt, the third term candi.
date, decided it was time to call to the
attention of the nation, to a few "deliber.
ate falsifications of fact." He gave in
very glowing terms the record of the
New Deal in the past 7 years, and painted
a picture of the present time as one of
prosperity. The question comes to the
minds of many, if conditions are as
good today, why is there any such thing
as an indispensible man?
The Democratic candidate con
cluded this speech with, "It is for
peace I have labored, and it is for
peace I shall labor all the days of
my life." Could it be that our
President is actually planning at
present to hold the highest office in
the land until death him do part ?
It is a question which needs a great
amount of consideration.
Roose
velt's son. Franklin Junior, told a
crowd in the West that there was no
reason why his father shouldn't run
for a 4th or 5th term as long as he
was the choice of the people. The
question is though—Just how long
would the people have a choice if a
Roosevelt dynasty was built up? The
absolute silence on this subject by
President Roosevelt leads one to beThere are two top-notch swing
live—that if elected—he will resume
crews in San Francisco at the
his position of not talking, at least
present time, which is a most un
on the subject of his future candi
usual occurrence. The Bay City
dacy.
has always been the stronghold

for bands of the icky type such as IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN HERE
Henry King, Carl Ravazzo and
Probably there is nothing in this cam
many others. Recently, however,
the Palace and Mark Hopkins ho paign that is more disgusting than the
tels have started a name band treatment which Willkie has received in
policy which is resulting in a certain sections of the country. Even in
great increase in jive apprecia the campaign days of 1928, when Al
tion in that locality. Artie Shaw, Smith invaded the heart of enemy ter
at the Palace has consistently ritory, he was always treated with ut
drawn tremendous crowds, while most courtesy and respect. And yet to
Bob Crosby is really selling his day, because an administration has built
Dixieland rhythms at the Mark. up such a powerful political machine, the
Rumor has it that Fletcher opponent of this machine is met by the
Henderson, Goodman's star man boos and eggs of federal employees and
Traditions have existed for many
ager, is now working for the
relief workers. Even the pro Roosevelt
years at the College of Pacific and surely
Count Basie band. We figure that
we are not important enough to break
Henderson will probably turn out Chicago Daily Times, broke out with a
those things which have been a part of
manuscript for both Benny and picture of Willkie splattered by an egg'
college life for so long.
the Count with the bulk of his Said the caption above the picture, "«
You can see
One of Pacific's most cherished tradi
efforts concentrated on the new shouldn't happen here."
democracy crumbling before your eyes
Goodman crew.
tions is that there shall be no smoking
when such an uncivilized action takes
on campus. This has been established
LULL EXPECTED
place.
not for prudish reasons, but so that the
It looks like there is going to
With this off my chest—I would
campus may retain its beauty and not
be a big lull around this vicinity
like
to predict a victory for Willkie
be endangered by fire. There are num
as far as hearing name bands go.
erous places where smoking is permiss
next Tuesday. If I am wrong, I
The Grove has just about ex
guess I will have to do as Represen
ible for those who desire to do so, but
hausted the supply of good bands
tative Joe Martin of Mass., minority
on the campus is not one of them.
which are coming through this
Kappa Pi Alpha and Mu Alpha way. Of course, there's always
leader of the House of Representa
THIS COLLEGIATE WORLD
tives, and Chairman of the Republi
Kappa, senior and junior college the chance that Bob Crosby will
They're guffawing about a new one honorary societies for girls, are come this way for a one-nighter
can National Committee suggested—
by Wisconsin's Coach Harry Stuhldreher, getting into action. Officers of after his closing at the Mark.
"Two rabbits, were chased by two
Let's hope so.
rated as the best collegiate story-teller in
foxes into a hole in a tree. The
his weight class. Seems a couple of the senior college society chosen Another possibility for a onefoxes laid siege. Time went by, but
idiots were out duck hunting together. last semester are Jean Strong, nighter is the band of one T. Dorthe foxes remained, waiting for their
A flock of mallards zoomed overhead and president; Mary Barbara Baer, sey.
prey to come out. 'What shall we
one of the idiots aimed carefully and vice-president; Beverly Wright, JAZZ PARLANCE
do?' asked the more timid of the
dropped a duck.
secretary-treasurer, and Janet Mcrabbits, a lady. 'It looks,' said the
Here's some information for
"YOU NINNY!" bellowed the other. Ginnis, publiicty.
Doc Farley's Art of Language
bolder rabbit, a gentleman, "like
"WHAT DID YOU WASTE A SHELL
As yet the twenty sophomore classes. It seems that, in the be
we'll just have to stay here until we
FOR?
THE FALL WOULD HAVE girls to be chosen for Mu Alpha ginning of jazz parlance, many
outnumber them."
Kappa are unknown. Members of musicians were employed in New
KILLED HIM!"
last semester's society disbanded Orleans liquor-dispensing estab WHISKERS GROWING
A tradition which the Pacific canll^e
"Entering college may be compared without choosing representatives lishments which operated on the
"serve yourself" idea. The custo has always been proud of, is that *
to joining a wagon train to the Gold for this year.
Rush.
The Forty-niner paid for his Girls are selected for both so mer had but to walk up to one of have handled the smoking problem
passage, as the freshman pays his tuition cieties on the basis of scholarship, a number of barrels (none of that both smokers and non-smokers
fees. Yet the emigrant had to walk on leadership and service. Activities which contained lemonade), turn satisfied. Lately certain individuals ha
considered more than grade on the spigot, and fill his glass. taken advantage of the laxity of enfor ^
his own two feet and even put his are
point although scholastic stand These establishments were called
shoulder to a creaking wagon-wheel upon ing must be above the senior or "barrel-houses," and, from that, ment of these rules, and complaints ha
occasion. What he paid for was the junior college average.
musicians coined the term "bar been turned in. Let's all try to co-op
companionship of his fellows on the long The ten members of Kappa Pi rel-house" for a certain type of ate so that there will be no need of c° 4
pac>
trail and the guidance of men who had Alpha are planning an exhibit of rhythm. Incidentally, there was plaints from anyone- -and tot" v
•t ^
traveled that way before." Dr. Robert several hundred foreign dolls for a bucket under the barrels to fic ber
slters
C. Whitford, director of students at Long the benefit of the Red Cross war catch the drippings or "gutter- able tc
the?
Island university, likens new students to relief. Actual plans will not be ings." From that comes the term which
pioneers.
known until today.
"Gut-Bucket"
win a j

SMOKERS ONLY

Honorary
Women's
Societies

PACIFIC

CITY SYMPHONY
IN SEASON DEBUT
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GALS...
BE
BEAUTIFUL

Page 3

Homemakers 1
Club
Initiates

Dr. Knoies Is
"On the
Road"

Girls, do any of you have any
Climaxing a busy week, Dr.
trouble deciding about hair styles
Tully C. Knoies will be a lunch
or dresses or makeup or any of
Candle light and formal dress eon guest at the California Agri
the other things that make you marked the initiation of the cultural College at Davis this
look your best or your not so
pledges of the Household Arts Saturday after which he will at
best? If you have, the thing to
By WILLIAM RAMSEY
and
Sciences Club last Wednesday tend the Aggies game. On Sunday
do is to see Miss Ellis or Mrs.
From our "box 44" in the Stockton High School Audi Garrigan of the Home Ec De evening in the lounge on the sec Dr. Knoies will motor to Nevada
to deliver a sermon at the Metho
torium, we viewed a very representative crowd gathered partment and let them help solve ond floor of Weber Hall.
dist Church in Nevada City.
to hear Maestro Manlio Silva embark on the fourteenth your problems.
After the initiatiqn, Mrs. Rich
This afternoon Dr. Knoies will
season of the Stockton Symphony Orchestra
This service has been inaugur ard Reynolds talked to the mem speak to the Lodi Women's Club
After the playing of the unprogrammed «<?tar ated, under the approval of most bers on flower arrangements.
on the Responsibility of Ameri
ar
Spangled Banner," the orchestral
Those initiated were Virginia can Citizenship. Last Thursday
everyone, students and faculty,
presented the spirited and color-'
James,
Grace
Dickman,
Adelia
to help the coeds of our institu
morning he spoke to the Kiwani*
ful "Carnival Overture" of An
tion to live up to their title as Roth, Blanche Garretson, Ardyce Club at Yuba City and in the eve
ton Dvorak. The central portion
the prettiest girls on any campus Brown, Barbara Grunberg, Betty ning to the Yuba City forum on
of this work gave rise to many
in California. The teachers are Lou Noack, Edna Jean Shumake, the United States and the Far
wood-wind melodies which were
always ready to help someone Mary Elizabeth Kenyon, Sarah East.
reminiscent of pastoral life which
through special appointment, but Cameron, June Steege, Helen
so vividly contrasts the gay folk
if the girls just want to drop in Smith, Lillian Buck, Jane Oliver,
The world is just beginning to
dances of a real Bohemian carni
for a little chat, office hours are: Alice Motz, Iona McElroy, Velva use electricity intelligently, ac
val. The full orchestra was really
Why join the navy to see the For Mrs. Garrigan, Monday and Saathoff, Doris Wudell, LaVerne cording to Dr. Frederick P. Woell"on its toes" and gave all the world when you can see it all in Wednesday at 1:30; for Miss El Nicolas, Roberta James, Roberta
ner, professor of education at the
sparkle and color that one could the main hall of the Science lis, Monday and Thursday at 3:20, Smith, Dorothy Francis.
Unviersity of California.
expect from this number.
and Friday at 10:45.
Building?
HAYDN PLAYED
Anything that comes to the col
Next came the major work of lege that doesn't fit anywhere
•If you want a job—
For the first time in recent his Student Panel
the evening; the strong tonic to else is dumped in Weber Hall.
Secretarial
dominent chords in unison to in Gone is the large metal bath tub tory, Harvard university showed For Crossings
_ Civil Service
an
operating
deficit,
amounting
troduce the Haydn Symphony No. or similar contraption that bar
• Higher Accountancy
Vinton Stratton, Jeanne Drew,
2 in D major, better known as red passage a couple of weeks to $58,605, for the last fiscal year.
jjFree employment service.
and
Carl
Fuller
will
compose
a
the "London Symphony." These ago, but in its place are a trac
brooding, heavy chords were the tor, an airplane body and two or you, the old boxes or the bits of student panel for the Meeting
iron and steel might catch your of the Crossways next Thursday
prefare to many light, carefree three good sizee motors.
fancy.
afternoon at 4:15 in the S. C. A.
melodies which found place in PATIENCE REWARDS
rooms.
(Sinice 1896)
The
second
floor
can
consider
each movement. There was a
Anything that might interest
Theme
of
the
meeting
will
be
itself
lucky,
it
only
has
to
con
|
School
of Business
freshness that predominated as you can be found somewhere in
"I Believe," including the speak
the melodious passages were the conglomerate mass of gadg tend with surrealist drawings and ers' philosophies of life and con H California at Weber
Stockton
passed from the strings to the ets and geegaws, if you have the structural nightmares.
cepts of God.
woodwinds and back again in the patience to ferret it out. For those
first movement. The second move who delve deeper into the mech
ment was pompous and stately, anics of things there are numer
and suggested a courtly dance, ous weird looking bits of mach
such as those which predominat inery and parts of machinery to
ed in Haydn's time. The third r make you happy.
movement was rather playful, en AVIATION ILLUSTRATED
ergetic, and at times offered sug
For the ever-increasing airmen
gestions of humor as the melody there are all stages of aviation
was passed back and forth be from the bulletin board covered
tween the strings and woodwinds. with local and general air news
The finale was a pastoral theme to the plane wings, body, motors,
which developed into a contra and obscure parts strewn along
puntal figure, which was support the hall. For the serious-minded
ed in the opening by o cello and students there is a disertation on
horn pedal-point. The pastoral oil refining and another on cello
Sweaters!
country dance dissolved in the phane complete with models and
typical Classic ending, into the pictures. Next to this is a section
Skirts!
full, repeated chords on the tonic of the wall show case is taken up
note with full orchestra.
by the merits of certain brands
Socks!
Mr. Herbert McAdams, the ten of paint. If none of these interest
or soloist of the evening, gave a
Very fine account of himself in of Zuelli." It was a rather con
Prize Song" from "Der Meister- trasting change from the usual
singer" by Wagner and "Vesti la "fairy ballet" music such as a few
The coziness of wool is a welcome feeling these days
Giubba" from Leoncavallo's "II woodwinds could suggest in such
—especially if you have an eight o'clock! And the
Psgliacci." Manlio Silva carried a work as Mendelssohn's "Mid
luscious colors and novelty styles featured in our
out the Wagnerian idea that the summer Night's Dream."
voice was not to predominate, but
Sweaters will make any class room brighten. Football
Two Italian opera composers
to be just another member of the Catalani and Zandoni were repre
Red, Natural, White, Green, Heavenly Blue, Yellow.
orchestra. Many fine vical pas sented in a work of their collabo
sages were submerged under the ration bearing the title "A
Slip-overs 1.95 to 3.95
passive orchestral scheme. Un- Dream."
A haunting, etherial
tortunately, the same process was strain was given impetus by the
Cardigans 1.95 to 6.95
Repeated in the "Pagliacci" num- muted violins and then carried
• A very fine display of tonal to other string parts.
quality was produced by Mr. McJohann Strauss was In his cus
oams, particularly in the upper tomary "anchor spot," with his
Part of his range and was indi "Where the Citrons Bloom Waltz."
cative of the concert stage, rath- We need not have mentioned
r han that which is required in waltz, for Strauss and waltz are
Pleats, flares, gores—your favorite type is
miT 3' PerhaPs Mr- Silva is typi- two synonymous words. All of
bound
to be among these flannel and wool
1 y Wagnerian in his concept of his melodies are easily discerned
crepe skirts. AND THE COLORS will please
0 casts with the orchestra, but
and loved. This was a welcomed
you no end!
oui reviewer and most assuredly number which is heard Ipss, but
0 audience would have welcomis no less beautiful than the "Blue
... "aore of the vocal color at- Danube" and the "Emperor
$3.95 and $5.95
"'able in the selections which Waltz".
ere Programmed.
Manlio Silva is to be congratu
lated
in arranging and presenting
0lln
Powe
aiv]
F American pianist
hv , .con,P°ser was represented this fine orchestral offering. For
ban 'S ,"Three Virginia Country an early season performance a
ces." These were rich in mel- high degree of unity was obtain
. as well as rhythm, such as ed. Each member of the orches
SWIVEL SOCKS, of course. Softest wool
and ?uUld picture the "fiddlers." tra is also entitled to share the
yarn in the newest type sock on the market.
§t . tIleir foot-compelling lilts. praise that comes with a piece of
ns Presnnted in this group work well done. Hats off to Maes
If you haven't discovered SWIVEL SOCKS,
whi'
rush right down and look them over. Red,
Sti-;,„»SUggestod "Turkey in the tro Silva and company!
ZiP G°°n," were
inter «and !
Navy, White.
lnS in their full orchestrai
al setting.
VALLEY
wa.'^''uuing in melodic interest
$1.00 pair
FLORAL CO.
lar.m e deliberate and rather
Ployedgroup 0f instruments em"DISTINCTIVE
"i the "Nymph's Festival

Herbert McAdams, Guest Artist
Does "Himself Proud"

Weber Hall,
Campus
Dump

| Humphrey's

American
College Girl
CLASSICS

Sweaters

Skirts

Socks

CORSAGES"

FORTY -NINE DRUG CO.
H ii i n o w,
'' Dorado. Ph. 2-4803
Evlv.F4 Tosemlte. Ph. 2-5143
•

ung to be found in a

irst-Class Pharmacy

"Bull' 1 Durham
Campus Representative
100 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

& LANc
SiZHfaojCfruin——

5-5851

ftps
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With Malice
Towards
None
By HEDY
Now we are through with
rushing, both lor fellows and
girls,—Congrats to all of the
pledges.
Rhizomia
really
boomed, with Archania running
a close second. Omega Phi also
ran.—Pledge teas are interesting
—"How do you do, Miss Jones?
Yes it is a lovely day. No, I
don't think it will rain tomor
row—He does give hard tests,
doesn't he? . . . The food was de
licious, wasn't it? (Who is that
cute girl, third from the right?)
... I don't think Loyola should
have won ... You certainly have
a nice house here."—And so on,
through all four sororities—
Ronnie Boone seemed quite in
terested in Mu Zete's Ellen Jane
Harrington .. . Rhizomia believes
in coming to the houses en
masse ... Its awfully embar
rassing and darned uncomfort
able to spill hot coffee all over
your lap, huh, Herm Sapiro?
. . . Thank goodness, the frats
don't have pledge teas!!!

SOCIETY
LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

Yup, Elmer, *Mu Zeta Rho
Gives
Barn Jig
Pledge Dance
Tonight
Mu Zeta Rho will hold its

srrjss 2K as
A drastic shortage of straw

ana sun uuimeta ictuw
and
anu desperate
ueapciatc attempts are being made to secure an embargo
on hay seed to surrounding
towns.
Cause? The
A. Folk
Barn
LaUdc
A lie S.
— ,. C.
v . ^L•
JL.
—
Dance due for its annual airing
at 8 00 on the main floor of our
r

^Everything will be definitely
rural so
so put
rural
put your
juui best duds in
moth
tootmoill balls
UcUIS> and
A11V& relax your
j~
sies into a pair of old shoes and
a hoe-down.

d

tomorrow night in

-.. the dance, which has
*preceding
*—
Spirit of Halowe'en as tne
theme, there will be a scavenger
i
tLoir rrilPSK
hunt. .by members
and their
guests
The
pledges
honored
will
be. Elj. Aiv
.
ien Jane Harrington and Virginia
Wright. General chairman mr
the dance is Mary Ranney. She is
assisted by Jane Switzer, who is
in charge of decorations.
Janice
_
,
Morrill
*** is
— responsible for relresnments and Phyllis Grimshaw, tor
bids.
Patrons and patronesses will he
(

saw issgz* a

know what I mean
Of course
Fran McNeil was being escorted
by Joe Mitchell. That's a steady
GHOSTS AT A DANCE
that's steadily growing steadier.
Women's Hall had a novel
When are Howie Lewis and
Jan Morrill going to make up
their minds. One time they are
together and the next time they
aren't.
Claribel Coffman has one Mr.
Dobrasin wound firmly around
STARTS SUNDAY
her little finger—Packard and
CLAUDETTE COLBET
all!
RAY MILLAND
Did you know that termites
had invaded the campus?
All the unaffiliated fellows at
Archania have their jam ses
And
sions Thursday nites at 8:15.
Call themselves the "Tune Ter
mites" and are looking for new
members. Sorry girls, only fel
lows can join.
MEOW, MEOW
Emil Seifert receives his mail
LUPE VALEZ
sealed with a kiss—and a bright,
LEON ERROLL
red one, too!
Clair Moody is being seen with
one of the bright red termites.
His nickname is "Oggy."
One of the prettiest girls on
the campus is Betty Tener,—but
SAT., SUN., MON., TUES.
just relax, fellows, she's true to
one and one only.
Edward G. Robinson
See you next week—be good!

"Arise Mv Love"
"Mexican Spitfire
Out West"

and Mrs. Russell Bodley.

Archania
Pledges
Fourteen
Fourteen boys were pledged
last Thursday night at Archania,
culminating the week of rush
events. Following the pledge
ceremony which was conducted
by William Rempert, president
of the house, was an informal
supper.
The new pledges are Arthur
Smith, Bruce Moorehead, Kail
Baldwin, Dick Schneider, Bill
Thomas, Ken Hastin, Harry Tremain, Warren Tremaln, Eugene
Short, Duke Leese, Joe Johns,
Clare Slaughter, Joseph Neronde,
and Hugh Hutchins.

aasNd iAVd y M

Newman Club
Gives
Barn Dance

"Brother Orchid"

The Newman Club held a barn
dance last Friday at St. Michael's
Club Rooms on the Waterloo
Road.
There was dancing from 8 until
1. Refreshments of doughnuts and
apple cider were served. The
hall was decorated in the Hallo
we'en motif.
The ' next regular business
meeting will be held on Wednes
day evening, November 13.

ANN SOTHERN
HUMPHRY BOGART
And

"Flight Angels"
VIRGINIA BRUCE
WAYNE MORRIS

WED., THURS., FRI.

Mrs. Elias Compton, selected as
one of the 10 outstanding women
of 1939, is the only woman ever
to receive an honorary LL.D. de
gree for motherhood. She is the
mother of three famous men.

sierra

"My Love Came
Back"
'FLOWING GOLD'
PHONE

7-7974

STARTS SUNDAY

OLIVA DeHAVILLAND
JEFFERY LYNN
And

"We Who Are
Young"
LANA TURNER
JOHN SHELTON

JOHN GARFIELD

STARTS SUNDAY

1940

This Dizzy World
Featured At
Omega Phi
All of the bewilderment and turmoil of this Spritt>
terraqueous globe will be displayed in the decora.
Hons and theme of Omega Phi Alpha s radio dance to
k ulid Fridav night at the fraternity house.
To be more specific Irving Fritz, chairman of the
i o ue
>dance, announced that the theme
would
be "This Dizzy
World." Th
"
"
AIHJe
decorations will consist of a com.
"Witching Hour"
plete atlas with all changes i„
recent territorial ownership. in
Envelopes
charge of decorations will be Bin
Tau Kappa Dance Dean, who laid down the follow,
ing statement before accepting the
"It's the witching hour," and job of reproducing the universe;
hamburgers are brewing for Tau "We will attempt to be as up t0
Kappa Kappa's annual hamburg date as possible, but will have to
inform Adolph, Ben, et al that no
er dance and seavengerhunt to be
new territorial grabs will be rec.
gin tonight at 8:30 p. m.
ognized after Thursday."
An hour of scavenging will
The party will be enlivened by
conclude in the awarding of a the appearance of the eternal
prize to the couple who best suc youth, Old Father Time. Also in.
eluded in the evenings' course
ceed in overturning graves, raid will be a side dive down to the
ing laundrys and stealing jail bottomless pit, Hell, and a so.
journ into the celestial and divine,
keys.
Following the hunt, in a Hallo Heaven.
Food committee chairman Bud
we'en atmosphere of witches,
Stefan, has arranged the novel
brooms, wimpies and hamburg refreshments that are to be sen.
ers, dancing will take place until
ed both in Hades and in Heaven,
1:00 a. m. One of the main fea
In the lower body it will be bread,
tures of the evening will be ham
ed charcoal and high octane gaso
burgers a la superb (with trim
line, and in the higher body it
mings).
will be caviar crackers and scotch
General chairman of the dance
sodas. Stefan stated, "If you don't
is Louana Siler.
like the food in Heaven, go to
Other committees are decora
i»
tions, Marjorie Sage, Virginia
Patrons and patronesses for
Doane, and Myra Linn; refresh
the dance, which will be held
ments, Bobbie Lennox, Ethel
from 9 to 1, will be; Mrs. Cora
Stark, and Margaret Garibaldi;
Lynch, Miss Doris Richards, Dr.
entertainment, Doris Bowring and
and Mrs. John Arnold, and Mr,
pledges.
cleanup ,the
Patrons and patronesses to be and Mrs. Charles Gulick.
ning

present are Dr. and Mrs. Allen
Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Ferguson and Miss Ellen Deering.
Couples enjoying the affair will
be Melba Loyd, Kenneth Johnson,
Bobbie Lennox, Bob Clark; Myra
Linn, A1 Peck; Margo Mclntyre,
Paul Grenberg; Lois Lassel, Al
bert Freitas; Jessie Hannay, Geo.
Fowler; Ethel Stark, George But
ler; Louana Siler, Loren Dahl;
Doris Wudell, Bill Robinson;
Claire Sandrock, Tom Ricker; Do
ris Bowring, Bud Brown; Janet
Rapaport and guest; Rosemary
Strader and guest; Marjorie Sage
and guest, and Dixie Butler and
guest.

Scavenger Hunt
The Zetagathean Club is giv
ing a scavenger hunt and dance
in the studio of the gym tomor
row night. The theme is to be
an election rally.
Patronesses are Mrs. Ralph
Brady, Mrs. Charles Gulick, and
Miss Lorraine Knoles.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring
TIGRESS COLOCJKB
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-BD

334) Emmt Mmim Street
JEWELERS

Camel
Coats

The Taming
of a Terror,
Town!

and

You've admired them on your
popular classmates.
But come,
now, you can have one, too.

'MARGIE

!

NAN GREY

TOM BROWN

Everyone says The Sterling's
the place to get them.

Don't Waste Your
VOTE!

They've several classic styles.

M50

It may be Willkie or it may be Roosevelt but you
vote for a sure winner when you elect Gay "Lil
Abner" Yokum's

SEASIDE
244 W. Harding

Wmm

FRANKIE

D A R R 0

SERVICE
Dial 2-9446

RfiAIR
with

MARJORIE REYNOLDS
MANTAN MORELANO

2495

W

M
§'•
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Eeek!-Lemme Outa Here- Epsilon
Dmce
All Over One Li! Mouse t ™
omorrow
Tomorrow evening Brown's
Pavilion will be the setting for
Epsilon's annual Barn Dance in
honor of their six new pledges.
Prior to this year the third floor

Mu Zetes In Dither Over Vicious Animal
On the Loose, Lose Nerve, Flee
Things are usually very peaces—
ful over at Mu Zeta Rho sorority
house on the campus.
Usually, that is.

Last Friday, however, was quite
exciting. Yep, by gum, S'our re
porter witnessed a brutal murder
rjght in the front room.

During the 11:40 period a quiet
card game was going on in the
sun room, the piano was getting
a workout by Bev Miller in the
front room, and President Janice
Morrill was doing a bit of knit
ting on the couch.

Dorm Was
Spook s Coop
For Dance

Pagt 5

of Epsilon House has been turned
into a barn for one evening, and
the dances have been held there.
This year the dance will get un
der way at nine o'clock to George
Willson's orchestra and dancing
will ontinue until one. Elabor
ate decorations are planned by
chairman of the decoration com
mittee, Lois Bugbee, and Lucille
Mcintosh is in charge of the re
freshments. Libby Meyer" ar
ranged for the music. Patrons
and patronesses are to be the

HOBBS
BATTERIES

SHOP
ON PACIFIC
AVENUE
7f*s Handy

>y

THRONE'S
5-10-15c STORE
2019 Pacific Ave.,
Stockton, Calif.

We feature a complete
line of school supplies.

TRY THF-

SIBLEY E. BUSH

ice

CR6fllT1

off rut Gridiron

Home Ec. Group
Treks to
Sacramento
Dr. Jean Bogart, author of "Nur'tion
and Physical Fitness,"
ome economics text book, spoke
in xacrament° on "Recent Trends
Nutrition and their Applica'°n to Health Problems." Last
Saturday.
attending from Stockton
Liri6 ^0se Mary Strader, Grace
an' Mrs. Corey, Miss Wiens,
3.,®
S' GarriSan> all of
Horn
the
0 Economics Department.

WHAT IS THE
PENALTY FOR

Hallowe'en
Tonight
At C. O. P.

COACHING- FROM
THE SIDELINES ?

How

Hallowe'en pranks will be in
order tonite at the Pacific Co-|
operative House regardless of |
the November date, for this is
the theme which has been car
ried out in decorations and pro
gram for the house's "Ghostly
Gambol."
Plans for the affair have been
made under the direction of
Gladys Hotchkiss, social chair-1
man. Jane Dashieil has been
in charge of decorations; Nina
Turkatte, games; and Barbara!
Bowring, refreshments.
Patrons and patronesses for |
the affair will be Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Betz, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Bancroft, and Mrs. Mae Coker.
Both games and dancing will
be enjoyed throughout the eve
ning by members and their
guests.
Get Your Haircut at

'The Campus Barbershop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.
IT IS
YOUR
SHOP

Earl Longacre, Jr., and Albert
George, former C. O. P. students*
and Donald McKinley from the
Junior College, have been appoint
ed Army Air Corps flying cadet*
and are assigned to first training
at Ontario.
Allen Waldos, Jack Arnolds,
the Gordon Pattons.

and

Pacific Ave Shops

Neath a golden harvest moon
"Your Neighborhood
which shone brightly through
the corn husks, the members of
Jeweler"
Women's
Hall
danced
and
pranced last Saturday night.
KING
Pumpkins were in abundance
KNEES KNOCK
and the orange glow of the moon
All of a sudden a shrill scream was the predominant light. Dur
JEWELER
split the air—Morrill took to the ing intermission the dancers
2047 Pacific Avenue
top of the couch, Miller knocked feasted upon orange punch and
popcorn.
The
theme
of
the
off on the piano, and your's truly
You Will Find Our Work
dance was to turn Women's Hall
knocked his knees.
Satisfactory and Our Prices
Reasonable
Suddenly the front room was into Spook's Coop. The ghosts
full of ferns, pardon me I mean mingled with the guests at every
girls. The dear prexy screeched turn, and one stood over the
something about a mouse, and in door welcoming the couples and
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
stantly the chairs were filled full warning them of what they were
to expect inside.
The chief
of daffy females. (They didn't haunters of the evening were
BOB'S
even leave a chair for the press.) Mrs. Anna Grant, Dr. and Mrs.
Then A1 George, our hero, came L. O'Bryon, and Mr. and Mrs.
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
from the kitchen to aid. But he R. Reynolds.
left again and returned with the
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
Marilyn Kendrick did a spec
house maid's friend, a sturdy tacular job on the decorations,
while Bobbyanne Jameson won
broom.
her fame with her choice of the
SEEKS SHELTER
The culprit was found running refreshments. Frances Newcomb
along the wall. Quick as a flash had charge of the bids, and Vir
A1 was after him. Round and ginia Wright selected the mu
round they went until finally the sic. Those Zombies who ate
mouse found shelter in the fire apples, capered and cut up were
the following:
place.
Lubrication by
Gladys Cowan and Bob Mar
Then in came 'Cookie' to view
tin, Susann Cinklin and Ralph
ROY COOPER
the goings on. The word mouse Dill, Annette Gibson and Don
sent her back to the kitchen from Bishop, Frances McNeill and Joe
whence she next emerged with Mitchell, Marilynn Kendrick and
good old "Pacific"—the Mu Zete's Bob Downs, Beverly Hills and
Shell Service
faithful cat.
Bob Nikkle, Betty Taylor and A1
A1 let the mouse out of the fire Breed, Margaret Sheppard and
2300 Pacific Ave.
place. He scampered along the Cliff Plumley, Kay Woodall and
wall and hid behind the radio. Jack Hanner, Marilou Anderson
"Pacific" crouched under the pi and Ed Miller, Virginia Cutler
FOLLOW THE
ano, fur bristling and eyes gleam and Irving Fritz, Pat Boynton
and
Bob
Cornelius,
Persis
Rit
CROWD
ing. The radio was moved slowly
chie and Joe Law, Frances Newout—the crowd quieted down.
DRIVE IN TO
comb and Vic Meyers, Bobbie
PACIFIC WINS
Then suddenly—boom! Pacific Ann Jameson and Fremont Kinggrabbed the furry gray animal in ery, Helen Jennings and Stan
Bray, Cora Russell and Warren
his mouth and with one great
Neilson, Betty Morrison and Lar
crunch ended the life of the little ry Betram, Lucille Rowe and
gangster.
BREAKFAST — LUNCH
Dean Jennings, Nevada Sears
Once more the house settled and Bob Cooney, Lois Martignoni
Barbecued Sandwiches
Fountain Drinks
back to normal—and the little pi and Craig Combs, Jane EmbleDIAL 3-2472
ano gave forth a muted funeral ton and Boyd Tompson, Doris 1712 PACIFIC
march for the departed mouse.
Boothe and Jim Boren, Jeanne
Franklin and A1 Trobbe, Vir
ginia Lnudgren and Claude
Rhizomia
Hogan, Pat Bell and Bill Dean,
Betteann Eames and Harry To
Pledges
vani, Jean Hunt and Millard
BY YOUR.
Hampsher, and Phyllis Fox and
Sixteen
\SM/L/NG-ASSOCIATED
DEALER
Bill Saylor.
_=•_
Pledging ceremonies at Rho
ambda Phi fraternity last Thurs
day night introduced a total of
16 new members to the house.
It is one of the largest pledge
classes on record for Rhizomia.
President Tony Ficovich wel
comed the new men in the large
Iront room at the house and ex
tended his ongratulations to all.
The new pledges are Gordon
Alphonse, Frank Bessac, Chuck
CaPPS, Ken Duffin, Carroll Fernandes, Earl Klapstein, Jack
Browse, Art Relfe, Milton Ward,
Lave Brubeck, Bob Nikkei, Roy
°lpi, Jack Raabe, Palmer Mitenmaier, Fred Holden, and Jim
Smith.

Pacifi+es in
Air Corps

MUCH DOES
A COMPLETE GAME
UNIFORM COST^

Chrysanthemum Corsages
for the Game
10c
15c
25c
SEE

SHERWOOD NORTON
OR CALL 2-6550

College Flower
Shop *
2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2 6550

•

TUXEDO

S H O E

S E R V I C E

EXPERT CLEAXING AJfD
DYEING

SHOE

REPAIRING

By NAT PfcOR
2023 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-234S

VOTE
YES
ON THESE DELTA
SPECIALS

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. .V(H5l

20U Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Union Oil Products

Bill Lunt

| No (Yes

\Y

4 Giant Milk
A Shakes, 15c.
Our Specialty
m Super Hamburger
10c.

X

V Toasted
J Sandwiches 15c

X

A Lime Coke with
"t Real Limes 5c

X

Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

1928 Pacific Ave.

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

'Where Price and Quality Meet'
PHONE 2-7481

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

FROSTED

MALTS

It's BLEWETTS
"Where qld and new friends meet."

Paul's Associated
Service
PACIFIC AND WALNUT

All Flavors
Ice Cream
Made Fresh
DAILY!

Snappy Fountain
Service
Phone 2-2830
A/VWvl
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Nine Bull Pups
Found at
Omega Phi

College of
Life Opens
Sunday
Several well known campus
personalities will act as leaders
in the Sunday night opening of
the College of Life, educational
series sponsored by the Church
of Youth at the First Congrega
tional Church.
READERS

Bachelors on
A Budget,
Bull "n Like It!

The Omega Phi Alpha
dogs celebrated the arrival of
nine new Bullpups into the fra
ternity at their October 24 meet
ing as the house pledged, in for
mal ceremonies, their new fall
pledge class.
In the absence of Assistantt
Football Coach Hugh McWillIiams, president of the fraternity
Vice-president Irving Fritz coniducted the pledging. Chaplain
Les Knoles and Guard Bill Toland assisted.
The new Bullpups taken intothe house are: Joe Kegler, Leoniard Sawrey, Terry Aton, Jack
Lyons, Walt Goldman, Jimmy
Johnstone, Fremont Kingery
Bob Beck, and rrvlng Gartner.

C. O. P. librarian, Albert Gerould, will act as instructor of the
subject "Wha? and How to Read."
Gerould will base the course he
is offering on Adler's best seller,
"How to Read a Book."
Dr. A. T. Bawden, head of the
Science Department at College
of Pacific and Stockton Junior
College, will teah a ourse in
"The Universe in Which We Theater, will conduct a drama
Live," which will cover all fields workshop, a study of the princi
of physical science.
ples of acting and stagecraft.
DRAMA WORKSHOP
"Understanding Radio" is the
Graduate student, Latta Ross, course to be presented by Prof.
and Herman Spindt of the Little Herbert Welch, a Stockton Junior
College staff member.
The second term of the Col
lege of Life which is offering
these courses will be held at 7
o'clock eah Sunday night for the
next 6 weeks, immediately fol
lowing the Churh of Youth de
votional hour at 6:30 in the First
Congregational Church, at Madi
son and Willow streets.

—Also—
VIRGINIA WEIDL.ER LEE TRACY

TUES. - WED. - THURS.
MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEWART
RAY MILLAND

—Also—

:

CRIME OF DR. HALLET
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Stockton C.O.C.
Honor Guests
at Breakfast

Stanford university food re
search institute holds that Ger
many can prevent a critical food
Directors of Stockton Cham
shortage in occupied nations by
ber of Commerce were guests of
releasing wheat reserves to them.
the college faculty and cooking
class at breakfast in Weber hall
last Friday.
BOB
The board was taken on an in
spection trip of the various divi
ROBINSON 'S
sions of the wide scope of activi
ties assumed by the Practical Sci
Union Station
ence department. The board mem
Service by
bers inspected the newly conceiv
ed model home department, the
Wiiison
photographic, radio, aircraft and
Traphagen
chemical laboratories and investi
gated the student constructed oneSteel
cylinder airplane which will fly
Norton
by radio control.
CALIFORNIA AT MINER
The breakfast was prepared by
Ansel S. Williams, city superin
tendent of schools, and Leo B.
Baisden, assistant superintendent.

"FIXER DUGAN"

"Next Time We
Love"

Personal to students who
'batch it:"
.
Would you like something for
lunch beside a coke and sand
wich? Would you like to know
how to get good meals for only
$1.50 a week? Would you like to
know how much a recipe is going
to cost and how much time is
needed to prepare it before you
venture to try it?
If any of the above questions
apply to any students, they will
be interested in a project under
taken by the nutrition classes un
der Mrs. Garrison. Feeling that
there were a lot of COP'ers try
ing to get along on their own
cooking and very little cash, the
class has worked out a series of
menus starting from $1.50 a week
up to $2.50 that will give the col
lege "batcher" something health
ful on which to study. But the
class is not stopping at menus.
They go on to make out recipes
and then test them for cost and
time of preparation.
Menus and recipes have been
worked out for both the girls and
the boys, and will appear in sub
sequent issues of the WEEKLY.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

Iceland Opens
Iceland, new $350,000 skating
rink in Berkeley, will open tonight
with an ice show. The huge rink
has a skating area 100 by 200 feet
or a little better than half a foot
ball field.
A $916,000 building program is
under way at the University of
Georgia.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

EXTRA!
All about the Election; Uncle Heinie Says—Some want Wendell Willkie,
And others F. D. R.
But no matter who's elected,
We'll drive the 'same Old Car.
And we will try our best to serve you,
To please you more andYnore;
When you buy the things you're needing.
At your faithful College Store.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
"On the Campus for You"

Fresh Gal's Cosmopolitan
Discusses
Diary
Filipinos
Aired

To the Feechur Editor:

Deer Miz Dag,
'Tother day muh roomie got
into muh personal belongings and
sot her eyes on muh o Yar D'a ^
She red it and when muh back
wuz turned I cum in on her jis a
laffin and laffin like Uncle Jeep s
brayin' Jasshonkey, her eyes bug
ging out like a tromped on bull
frog.
She sez, Sally Jane, sez she,
why dontcha hev yor e dairy
printed un thet thar paper the
Pacific Weakly and I sez oh go
on, nobody's intr sted in whut
Ah's doin'—I'm only a red-haired
freckled, pug-nosed buck-toothed
knock-kneed Freshman and my
roomy sez, sez she—Yez, they will
they'd be intested in the life of
a typical (whatver that is) Frosh.
You kin put in a colyum titled
Notes frum a Frosh Dairy, I wuz
agoin to slop her rozy jaws but
then got a thinkin.
So Miz Dag, pervidin you all
consent to the kind favor next
week, I'd shore like to let you
peap intuh muh Dairy. I won't
take up youre time this weak
with uh advenchures and my idears on Lady Dindymere's Fan,
but pulleze let me tar out a page
or 2 frum hum Diary com nex
Friday.
Wontcha:
Yours till Social Security,
SALLY JANE CORNE
P. S.: Besides, Miz Dag, muh
newly dedinked boy frend will be
alookin' fer it. Yo cant let me
down now. It'd ruin muh glammer.
A pleadin' Frosh,
S. J. C.

Reverend Legare, Filipjno
Minister, Addresses
Members of Club
Celebrating regardless of the
outcome of the election, the Cog.
mopolitan Club on Wednesday
evening, November 6, will ho]j
another get-acquainted party.
Meeting at 7:30 in the evening
in the home of Mrs. R. A. Brady
611 S. Regent, club members and
all those interested in the club's
inter-racial program are assured
of an evening's fun planned by
Beth Marriott and Tom Hoshiyama. All who will be attending
are asked to sign their names on
the bulletin board in the S. C. A,
building by Monday evening, No
vember 4.
MEMBERS HEAR LEGARE

Club members at their last
meeting Monday afternoon found
the speech of the Rev. Legare,
Filipino minister and the ensuing
discussion so absorbing that they
stayed after the 4:15 meeting until 6:00 o'clock to learn more ot
the subject. Rev. Legare, who
came to this community a few
years ago after 13 years' work
among the Filipinos in New Mexico, told club members the Fili.
pino population in Stockton is the
largest in all the world outside
of the Philippine Islands (about
6,500). Stockton being the center
of a vast agricultural area and a
city where much domestic work
is available is naturally a gath
ering place for members of the
Filipino race. In addition to this,
Filipinos who work within a great
radius of Stockton come here for
relaxation because of the great
Long-hairs
concentration of their fellows.
The combination of a dearth of
Instead of being 'ickys" Col recreational facilities for Filipinos
lege of Pacific's varsity will be and the disproportionate amount
come long hairs until they win of Filipino men to women (rough
or at least tie one more little
measely game before the season ly 100 to 1) has made for vast
sociological madadjustment and
closes.
The Gilette Razor Company is has presented a definite involved
lokoing for a rush on blades to problem for social agencies to
morrow night, when the boys solve.
from Bengal town expect to SUSCEPTABILITY TO DISEASE
Added to the factors already
shave their cute 'lil pusses. The
boys, after the last "game" with mentioned by Rev. Legare is the
Loyola, vowed "they'd never low standard of living of the Fili
shave again, until they win a pinos and thus their susceptibil
game." You could almost sing ity to disease. Many of the men
that with Barbosol.
working here have families to
support in the Islands and large
More than 15,000 students daily sums of money that would other
use the 160 story business build wise be spent here are constantly
ing at New York's City college, being sent to the Philippines.
The problem is, Rev. Legare ad
more than three times as many
students as when the building mitted, most complex, but he be
lieves that it can be greatly alle
was opened.
viated if it is handled by trained
social workers, who are backed
and aided by enlightened public
sentiment.

Grant
at Weber

Dial

2-0229

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE
MILLER-HAYS CO.

HOW WELL DO YOU
f
KNOW YOUR FOOTBALL-

Under the heading of "Off the
Gridiron," sponsored by Pauls
Associated Service, operated by
Paul Johnnober, Pacific student,
you will find a compiling 0
amusing bits of football knowedge .every week in the Pacific
Weekly.
Included in the listing are o •
dities of past years and many °
the most interesting rules, bot
new and old.

Serving College of Pacific
University of Wisconsin has
male-order dating bureau.

National Towel & Laundry Go.

925 N. Wilson Way

Dial 4 4695

Launderers - Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

• Rhizumia
• Omega Phi
• Men's Flail

Ed Denney
Roger Cross
Don Jackson

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Deluoclii
American and Channel

a
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Bud Brown Paces
Jaysees To Tie
Final Quarter Score Averts
First Defeat of Locals
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LOYOLA LIONS MASSACRE
HAPLESS BENGALS. 20-0
Rhizites Cop
Intramural
Volley Ball

Shaw, Maclsaac Sparkle Brill
Squad; Frisholz, Vaughn Good

Loyola's fighting Lions kept intact their record
High-geared ball-packer Johnny Brown was most of
against Coach A. A. Stagg by again dumping a slightly
(he reason why a floundering Stockton Jaysee eleven
favored Pacific squad by the tune of 20-0. This is their
,vas able to come back dramatically in the long shadows
fifth win in seven contests. A meager crowd of 400®
0f the fourth quarter and gain a 6-6 tie with Menlo J. C.
Golf Scheduled for Coming witnessed the game, played on a wet field.
last Friday. This first blemish on the heretofore un
—
—
Week At Municipal Course [ The heroes were Tommy Shaw,*
barred record of the Tiger Cubs* —
, a flashing sophomore fullback, j A disputed decision by the field
was applied before a smattering
; and Don Maclsaac, a veteran judge, Floyd Gillette, gave th«
SPARTANS IN
0f fans at Menlo Park.
I wingman. It was Shaw who buck- n
,
.
, ,,
With the coming of inclement ed over two touchdowns and in- BengalS
Trailing
by six points in the
Possession of the P'Sshm
;
weather
last
week
the
intraEASY WIN,
final five minutes of the contest
tercepted a pass which set up an- on iheir own 1-yard stripe. Mat,
+V.~
r
murals were slowed down some
the locals, minus the services of
other.
Maclsaac scored the other Isaac had downed a Lion punt by
what, but rain did not put out
their ace punter and running- 33-6
tally on a pass and covered punts sliding across the goal line with
the
spark
and
spirit
of
the
guard, Charley Blackwell, and
San Jose State's flying Spar games according to Coach Earl with an amazing speed and agil- j it. Had a touchback been called,
Kicked into hopeless disadvantage
the Tigers would have received
tans
up another victory Jackson under whose supervi ity.
by Menlo's Chase Gregory, took last chalked
the ball on their own 20.
Friday night on LaPlay sion these contests are run.
INITIAL QUARTER CLOSE
the ball on their own twenty yard Field overwhelmingly defeating
A short punt again put Loy
With the exception ox the first
line, just eighty long yards from the Santa Barbara State College MAY BE SKI
This coming week will mark quarter when the Tigers looked ola in a position to score, which
paydirt.
Gauchos 33 to 6. To date their the beginning of intramural golf like a superior bail club, the Lions they did nine plays later. Frish
COMEBACK, BROWN
point score is 124 to their com matches which will be played at played with a mid-season form olz and Vaughn sparkled the
Fullback Don Mills went piling bined opponents' 22.
the Stockton Municipal Golf usually lacking in a squad which Bengal attack, with Olaeta and
over the weak side and lateraled NYGREN SCORES
Club near the county fair has won three and lost a like Rem pel being injured and un
to Bill Orvis who streaked down
Bud Nygren, one of the prime grounds, the games will begin
number. Although the Bengals able to continue play.
the sidelines to the Stockton 43. factors in the effective execution on November 8.
led in total first downs, 14-13, they
A fumble on the next play cost of Warner plays and by far the
There has been a suggestion
seven yards, but Mills got six on best of the Spartan ball packers, by interested persons that there were badly outgained on the
Longest Punt
the weak side and Brown bucked accounted for 108 of San Jose's ought to be some place on the ground, 90-267.
The Pacific team advanced,
a yard. That made it third and 278 yards gained by rushing— intramural schedule for skiing.
Preston Jonhson, long range
ten with one more chance for personally scoring two touch If it is passed by the intramural early in the game, to the Lion
punting artist from Southern
skiing
will
be 21-yard line, whence a field goal
Stockton. So Mills tossed a pass downs, and lacking only one yard committee,
Methodist in Texas has sur
scheduled and, may be run off by try by Emil Seifert was wide.
to left end Leonard Gundert who of scoring another.
Spartan captain Kenny Cook, competent officials from the Pa This was their only serious
passed the 89-yard punting rec
promptly lateraled to Gordon Aldefending field goal titlist, com cific Ski Club.
threat.
ord
held by AI Braga of Univer
phonse. The play was good for a pleted the three conversions.
sity of San Francisco. Johnson
FLAHERTY SHINES
RHIZOMIA WINS
first down on the Menlo twenty- LION VS. SPARTAN
Beginning Monday, November
The First Loyola score was set recently kicked the ball 92 yds.
eight.
First Spartan score came on a
Here John Brown began his 20-yard dash by I^ygren in the 4, the Sigma Delta Psi events, na up when Seifert fumbled a punt, for the new record.
tional honorary athletic fraterni Flaherty recovered on the Lion
onslaught. He crashed off right first quarter.
ty, will begin.
43. After the loss of a yard, Fla
tackle for 3, made C on the
In the second period "HubaDuring the last week Rhizomia herty tossed a long spiral to Maeweak side, and bucked the cen -Huba" Dick Hubbell and Nygren
came
through
like
a
Kentucky
Isaac, who eluded Seifert and Blue Ribbon Dairy
ter for 9 more. Then he started added two touchdowns to make
thoroughbred to win the Volley rambled twenty-five yards for the
SERVING
off to his right, cut back, and the score 20 to 0 at the end of ball
championship hands down
indian-danced the side line to the first half. The six-point San without a single defeat shutting touchdown. Flaherty converted.
Our Products
the end zone. However, the play ta Barbara score and the addi out a fast finishing Omega Phi
In the third quarter Jack
was called back and Stockton tion 13 Spartan points were tal team, which came in second.
AT
Frisholz tossed a pass directly
plastered 15 yards for clipping. lied in the last quarter.
The schedule for the ensuing in the arms of Shaw, who was
Tonight's Spartan-Lion clash week will be: Tennis—November barely knocked out of bounds
BLOCKED PUNT SCORES
"Cub House"
Undismayed and fighting furi in Gilmore stadium will be eag 4, Manor vs. Omega Phi; Novem by Stan Vaughn on the oneously for the first time since the erly watched as Pacific plays ber 6, Rhizomia vs. Manor; yard line. Shaw then plowed
Salinas tiff, the Cubs sprung the Spartan eleven next Friday November 7, Rhizomia vs. Ome over, and Flaherty again added
in Spartan stadium.
448 West Fremont
ga Phi; November 5, Dorm vs. the extra point.
Brown over the weak side. He
Phone 8-8613
West
Town.
lateraled to Alphonse who was
CLOSE PLAY
hit on the eleven. Then Brown Fresno Fights
Archania will enter no team, j
because all available men have (
made three more at center, went
won their letters, nor will East
slanting off tackle for seven, and Wolves
Town enter a team.
carried the ball across from the
Ratcliffe Stadium, Fresno,
The final team standing for
one on the next play. The conver promises to be the scene of a
Volley-ball are:
sion failed.
hotly contested game tonight
w. L.
Pet.
Menlo Jaysee scored when when the Bulldogs and the
5 0
.1000
Mills' kick was blocked and re Wolves fight it out for top hon
4 1 .800
covered over the goal line by ors. Both teams hold an unde
5 S. SUTTER
3 2 .600
alert Merdo lineman Harry feated record with one tie each. Archania ....
1 3 .250
Shultz.
Nevada's Wolves have a point East Town ..
1 3 .250
total of 233 in five games to Manor
1 3 .000
their combined opponents' 12.
West Town did not compete.
With the exception of a 6 to 6
Wolves Still
tie with the Brigham Young Uni
Alice Marble, national women's
versity eleven the Wolves have tennis champion has signed a eonRamble
rolled over all opponents this tract to become a sports announ
Still moving in high gear, Ne season by overwhelming scores. cer.
Fresno's Bulldogs have tallied
vada's high scoring football ma
chine rolled over an outclassed 51 points to their opponents' 13
Eastern New Mexico College team in their first five games. Only
Bulldog sorrow is a 0 to 0 tie
40-6 at Reno last Saturday.
Hotter than the proverbial pis- with San Diego State in which
°1 in spite of the near freezing Chet Steinhauer, left halfback,
leather, the Nevadan's scored at was injured. Bud Myers of
Strathmore will be moved from
|vill with an unstoppable pass at- fullback to left halfback posi
a°k and sparkling long runs to
tion and Vern Humphreys of
run their seasonal point total to Wasco will take Myers' place as
2. The New Mexico team scored starting fullback.
of
Slx, Points and brought the opPosition's combined scoring to 12
Annual teachers institute will
Pcunts. Nevada comes to Baxter be held in Stockton December 18,
radium November 21.
19, and 20.

s
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^8 „ here's
' Plenty

Ij tmnAafTL. fStos.
P E R S O N A L I Z E D

S E R V I C E

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

SNOW

Drop in and

E. Weber

Dial 9-9038

Crosby Square Shoes

and Ask

Proudly strides the man who wears

keeping with the season's fashion

Us About It

these handsome Crosby Squares.

trend) these shoes are patterned

STOCKTON
SKI SHOP

For if he were to see himself as

after fine custom-made originals.

others see him, a smartly shod gen

Sturdy construction assures you

tleman would meet his eye. Made

many a mile of comfortable wear.

of choice Scotch Grain, and rugged

Join the happy clan.
Get your pair now.

as the Highlands themselves (in

Owned and Operated by a
PSA Member
HAROLD MONAGHAN

4>7-2!

is a pleasure
in these braw
Scotch
Grain

127 N. CALIFORNIA
DIAL 8-8830

• At odver+ited
la Esquire and
The Saturday
Evening Pott.

5 S. SUTTER

$£50
VJ

TIGER
S
N
A
R

Tigers Travel To Davis;
Cubs Meet Plac©^
CAL AGGIES, BENGALS
JAYSEE CONFERENCE LEAL
HANGS ON GAME RESULT

PAR WESTERN OPENER

IN

for a homecoming victory over the <j0Vl

Still perilous!}' balanced at the .op of
heup^eirS ^To^bullers „U. P».
| rf
down against Placer Jaysee tomorrow "^t at Autm
^ contest is scheduled to
»
now afternooil
It is the crucial game of the season for the
contenders at 2:00 p. ui.
The Aggies, with an open date
Of particular interest to Jaysee Cubs. A loss would blot the locals out as
last Saturday, have been hold
gridiron fans (and who isn't, for the Jaysee conference crown ;•
extensive drills for the past thling
these days?) is the fact that only while a win would practically
weeks. In six contests this irea
two touchdowns have been scored cinch the coveted title.
son
the Mustangs have won ^
against them, and these by
"Wonder worker" Doug Dashtwo,
but these were by the scoril
BLOCKED PUNTS.
iell is extremely optimistic over
By BOB CONAWAY

CENTER

GUARD

of 35-0 and 20-0 at the expense !
San Francisco State and Hum

The first, in the season opener the ability of his team to down
against the powerful, favored the Auburn eleven and is confi
Sacramento Panthers, was off dent that "the squad will play
the toe of running guard Charlie j its finest game of the season to
Blackwell, who has been sorely
missed for the past couple of morrow." His confidence is by no
weeks. The other was by Don | means unwarranted because, for
Mills in the recent Menlo game, the first time since the Salinas
which ended in a 6-6 deadlock for game his eleven is keyed to a fe
the only blotch on the Cub rec ver pitch of anticipatoin and his
finest preformers are ready and
ord.
eager for action.
GOOD DEFENSE
Another factor to notice is that IIEBBRON OUT
neither of these touchdowns were The deadly offensive strength
converted. This is a tremendous of the former pony backfield, will
defensive record for any ball
club, especially one taking on be even more pronounced in a
the opposition which the Jaysees new combination using Grahlhave faced. Their opponents man, Alphonse, Brown and Mowere the cream of the northern kiao. Charley Blackwell and
California junior college circuit, "Blackjack" Briles will return to
action in the line. The whole
not soft touches.
A blocked punt can happen smooth-running attack, untetherfrom any number of causes ed by injuries, is ready.

EARL KLAPSTEIX, Lodi
Only dark spot in the outlook grape squeezer, is the pivot
is the absence of Lloyd Heb- man of the unbeaten Cub
bron, whose brilliant field gen gridders.
He has played
eralship is invaluable. However several 60-minute ball
it is expected that Alphonse I games in this, his second
will turn in an excellent quar- year under Coach Dashiell.
So far, the Bengals have scored terbacking game.
more points against the top team WILDCATS TOUGH

and is largely dependent upon
chance and luck. It is no in
dictment of these two kickers
that their boots have been
blocked. It can happen on the
l»est of regulated squads.
NEVADA STILL ROLLS

in the nation, Notre Dame, than
against any other. Against the
Cal Ramblers they could man
age only six to complete their
scoring.

Nevada's undefeated high-fly
ing scoring machine is still
riding high, after their 40-6
win over a New Mexico College
—which runs their total to 233
' points. However, we'll wager
that the once-tied Fresno Bull
dog will mar their unblem
ished record. Also, the Tigers
are favored to whip the Aggies,
but anything can happen.

SKI CLUB
MAPS
PROGRAM
An executive meeting of the
Pacific Ski Club was held Tues
day of this week to map its pro
gram of events for the following
Ski season of 1940-'41.
RECOGNITION

One of the most important
additions to the club this year is
the introducing of this sport to
the Board of Athletic control for
the purpose of granting block
"P" 's to the highest scoring
four men in all contests, inter
collegiate or otherwise. The
qualifications for letters will be
the same as in University of
California's Ski Club.
Attending the executive meet
ing were: Annabelle Patterson,
Jack Colber, Bill Schedler, Boyd
Thompson and Rollie Romo. Fol
lowing is the tentative schedule
for the club's activities for the
coming season.
ACTIVITIES

Nov. 1, 1940—Ice skating for
old members and guests at Sac
ramento.
Nov. 25, '40—Meeting for Old
Members.
Dec. 2, '40—First official meet
ing for old and new members.
Dec. 7, '40—Ice Skating for
Old and New Members at Sacra
mento.
Dec. 9. '40—Regular meeting.
Jan. 19, 1941—Ski or Skate
trip, according to weather condi
tions.
Feb. 9, '41—First official ski

In five games this season the
Placer Wildcats has licked such
giants as San Francisco, Santa
Rosa, and was only beaten by Salihas in the final quarter. They
boast a hard-charging team cen
tered around the wildest running
halfback in the conference, Ed
Brennan. This ball carrier extra
ordinary is death on punt returns
and off-tackle slants.
Thirty-one players will make
the trip to Auburn. Acting cap
tain for the Tiger Cubs will be
Gordon Alphonse.

AGGIE-TIGER
DIGEST
The Mustang-Bengal balance
sheet is all in favor of the Paci
fic squad, but this could be the
beginning of the 1927, '28, '29
era.
Cal.
Pacifc Aggies
1923 ...
7
0
1924 ....
17
14
1925 ...
12
7
1926 ....
19
3
1927 ...
10
24
1928 ...
26
0
1929 ....
0
20
1930 ...
10
6
1931 ...
20
20
1932 ...
30
0
1933 ....
13
7
1935 ...
26
0
1936 ...
13
0
1937 ...
13
6
1938 ...
34
6
1939 ...
21
12
230
126
Won Lost Tied
Pacific . .. 11
4
1

Dastardly De ed
Perpetrated
By Opponents

Premature as one of "Elsie's
new calves," representatives from
Cal Aggies and San Jose slinked
slyly onto our beauteous cam
pus early this week and really
gave the triangle in front of the
conservatory the business.
It appears to have been a co
operative job done by both
schools at the same time or one
following the other in close suc
cession.
Although not the healthiest
place to be found, the Tiger Terribles doubtless will retaliate on
the respective campuses in short
order.
Anyone interested in viewing
the damage should take a squint
at the dastardly deeds done by
the visiting vandals.
Cars leaving for San Jose and
Davis on the right.

A L IRWIN, staunch
guard, is playing his third
season for the fighting
Tigers.
His slashing line
play marks him as a dan
gerous opponent.

Fresno Beaten
Fresno state college was knock
ed from the list of undefeated, un
tied teams when they were held
to a scoreless tie by San Diego
State.

STRONG BACKFIELD
Many returning Mustang veter
ans, especially the backs, will fac'
the Tigers for the second time'
Backs Heringer, Pearce and Becl«!
er all played a large part in last
year's near upset, a bare 21-12
Bengal wir*
Jack I earce, a three-season
stripe winner, will again call
signals for the Aggies. It was
his able field generalship and
towering punts which kept the
Pacific squad in so much hot
water at the last meeting ot
the two teams. Also Mitts Nitta
dimunitive Japanese end, will
I'jy in his third Pacific game.
HERINGER HOT
Sparkplug of the Mustangs is
Les Heringer, a driving halfback.
His open field running, his de.
pendable conversions, his true
passes mark him as the man to
stop. His running mate, Dario
Marioni, is also able to break
away for long gains.
HALBERT BACK
The Pacific squad will face the
Aggies with an injury-riddled
front wall. Ends Eric Jacobsen
and Vernon Schmidt and Tackles
Ed Denny and Aron Remple were
"blitzkrieged" by the Loyola
Lions last week. Quarter Tommy
Olaeta will also miss action.

COP-SJS Tickets
Go On Sale
PSA members and faculty
members may get their tickets
for the San Jose game from
Mrs. Dot Francis anytime after
2 o'clock today or next week.
Both PSA card and the ticket
will be needed to get into the
game at San Jose. Only 1000
rooting section tickets are
available, so be among the
first and be sure of getting
one!

Total

Dumb Fullback
Are athletes dumb?
"Jumping Joe" Enzler, great
fullback from the University of
Portland rolled up a straight "A"
average in a tough pre-med course
us an undergraduate. Joe is now
attending University of Oregon
Medical School.

"Don't Let Your
Shoes Go To
The Dogs"

DONNELL'S |

Feb. 22, 1941—Snow carnival.
March 2, 1941—Third official
ski trip.
March 29, '41—Club dance.
There will be individual trips |Factory Shoe Repairing 1
trip.
taken
besides those above 23 S. Sutter
Dial 2-9022jj
Feb. 1$, '41—Second official scheduled almost every Sunday
We Call and Deliver
*ki trip.
until the end of May.

^

Delicious and

Refreshing

^

"Delicious and refres
ing,"—ice-cold Coca-Co a
never loses the freshness
of appeal that first charme
you. Its clean taste is e%'
hilarating and a refresh^
feeling follows. Thitst
asks nothing more.
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